New Developments
This document was originally dated May 10, 2015. In the weeks that have past, God’s plan has been refined. Co-ops set up at Bay Colony Club (with supplemental space at Port Royale) will serve as a model for 60 realms. Detailed plans have been made available online to groups who will be relocated.

Permaculture Garden and Playground
Please see a project layout at http://articles.x10.mx/garden_playground_layout.pdf Note that 1 inch squares = 12’ X 12’. Walkways are 6 feet wide. The playground is 4 inches wide by 3 inches tall (48 feet X 36 feet).

This 2.5 to 3 acre project will be located on the Modera Port Royale property (use Bing Maps). A 24 foot section of the Bay Colony Club fence will be removed. A plan for brick walkways is in a future phase (2016). The first phase will be prairie grass throughout (except for the playground which will be covered in soft rubber mulch). Steps:

1. Dowse and Mark the Corners
   A Kobalt 300-ft Long Tape Measure Reel is a helpful tool. Also watch the following videos:
   
   

   Use neon spray paint or small garden stakes to mark the outer corners and the position of the playground.

2. Soil Preparation
   To grow high-quality grass, the entire rectangle (except for the playground) needs to be double dug. For background information, see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double_digging. Also watch the following videos:
   
   a. Double Digging a Garden, by Robert Wolosin (https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=W85QmZgDxFk)
   
   b. How to double dig a garden, by OzarkNick (https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=dEsmVi7Z7zY
   
   c. How to make a double dig vegetable bed, by Work With Nature (https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=AiFCfQ9AEeQ)
Dowsing helps me to understand that this is a two week project and a head start will be extremely helpful.